
                                 Ms.   Davis   -   7th   Grade   Science                                                                                                                                                                          Q2 :       Week   4-   December   4,   2017 
Date   and  
Standard 

In   Class/Performance   Tasks HW/Reminders Success   Criteria 

MONDAY 
12/4 

 
 

MS-PS1-1 
 
 
 

Block   Schedule   (3rd   hour) 
 
Focus   Question:      What’s   the   smallest   part   of   a 
compound   that   still   has   properties   of   that 
compound?  

1. Marshmallow   Molecules   Lab 
2. Properties   of   Matter   Notes 
3. Physical   Vs.   Chemical   Properties   Practice 
4. Physical   or   Chemical   Exit   Ticket 

Finish   any   work   not 
completed   in   class.  
 
You   will   be   doing   a 
lab   that   involves 
bleach   next   class. 
Bring   an   old 
shirt/apron   to   cover 
up   your   clothes. 

SWBAT   make   an 
accurate   molecule   of   a 
simple   compound. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

TUESDAY 
12/5 

Block   Schedule   (4th      hour) 
 

See   Monday 

    

WEDNESDAY 
12/6 

 
MS-PS1-1 

Block   Schedule   (3rd   hour) 
 

Focus   Question:      What’s   the   difference   between   a 
physical   property   and   a   chemical   property?  
 
Check:   Marshmallow   Molecules 

1. Review   Physical/Chemical   Properties 
2. Evidence   of   a   Chemical   Reaction   Notes 
3. Rapid   Rusting   Lab 
4. Before   and   After   Chemical   Changes 

Finish   Lab 
Questions 

 
 
 

You   need   your 
laptop   on   Friday. 

SWBAT   describe   2 
pieces   of   evidence   that 
shows   a   chemical 
reaction   has   taken 
place.  

THURSDAY 
 

12/7 

Block   Schedule   (4th   hour) 
 

See   Wednesday 

    

FRIDAY 
                                     12/8 

See   All   Classes-Early   Release 
Focus   Question:   What   are   reactants   and   products 

 
 

SWBAT   describe   physical 
and   chemical   properties 

before   and   after   a 



 
MS-PS1-1 

 

in   a   chemical   reaction?  
 
Check:   Rapid   Rusting   Lab 

1. Reactants   and   Products   Notes 
2. Before   and   After   a   Reaction  

                                          Use   the   following   links   to   view   some   cool 
chemical   reactions... 

Have   a   great 
weekend!  

chemical   reaction. 

https://www.nextgenscience.org/ 

 

 
Structure   and 

Properties   of   Matter 
MS-PS1-1     Develop 

models   to   describe   the 
atomic   composition   of 
simple   molecules   and 
extended   structures. 

 
MS-PS1-3    Gather   and 

make   sense   of 
information   to   describe 
that   synthetic   materials 

come   from   natural 
resources   and   impact 

society. 
 

MS-PS1-4    Develop   a 
model   that   predicts   and 
describes   changes   in 

particle   motion, 
temperature,   and   state 

of   a   pure   substance 
when   thermal   energy   is 

added   or   removed. 

  

    

https://www.nextgenscience.org/

